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1> Most of my relatives hibernate, I do not. Am I a male polar bear, female 
grizzly bear or male black bear? 

 
2> Most teeth stop growing but mine do not. Am I a cat, rabbit or wombat? 

 
3> I am an insectivore. Am I a greater moon rat, sloth bear or echidna? 

 

4> My main food is eucalyptus leaves. Am I a tree kangaroo, koala bear or 
spotted cuscus? 

 
5> I am known for killing snakes. Am I a mongoose, genet or hyena? 

 
6> I am the only cat that does not have retractable claws. Am I a jaguar, panther 

or cheetah? 
 

7> My coat changes colours from winter to summer. Am I a stoat, seal or bear? 
 

8> I am a member of the weasel and otter family that lives in trees. Am I a 
polecat, skunk or sable martin? 

 
9> I have five toes and a modified thumb. Am I a panda, coati or kinkajou? 

 
10> I am among of the few venomous mammals. Am I a mongoose, Tasmanian 

devil or platypus? 
 

 
 

Answers:  
 

1> Male polar bear - The polar bear is the largest bear in the world.  
2> Rabbit - Most species of rabbits live in a burrow.  

3> Greater moon rat - Greater moon rats come from Southeast Asia.  
4> Koala bear - Koalas are native to Australia.  

5> Mongoose - Mongooses have a greater immunity to poison than most other 
animals.  

6> Cheetah - Cheetah’s are also the fastest cat.  
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7> Stoat - A stoat with a white coat is better known as an ermine.  

8> Sable martin - Martin’s main food is squirrels and young birds.  

9> Panda - Panda’s tend to eat bamboo roots.  
10> Platypus - The venom gland is connected to a spur on the back of the 

platypuses ankle. 
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